5128 - Zero Wall Power (Extended Ottoman Series)

Features & Benefits

**Automatic Shut-off** - Motor cycle automatically stops when object interferes with closing.

**Double Lock** - Locking both sides of the mechanism simultaneously ensures secure closing.

**Fast Operation** - Seven second cycle time with smooth operation.

**Infinite Positioning** - Provides the ability to stop the mechanism in any recline position.

**Optional Articulated or Bolt-on Sub Ottoman** – Designed to safely and attractively fill the gap between the ottoman and the seat when the unit is open.

**Ottoman Extension** – Mechanism offers more ottoman extension than most mechanisms.

**Swivel & Ring Base** (Optional) positions (closed, TV & full recline.) Transition between TV and full recline positions are smooth and continuous.

**Zero Proximity** - Mechanisms can operate within a few inches/centimeters of the wall (with most furniture styles.)

**Frame Interchangeability** – The structures featuring 5128 mechanisms can also accommodate 5140, 5114, 5180 or 5188 mechanism without any changes to the frame.

**Measurements** - Available in different seat widths:
- 18": 51 cm.
- 19": 53.5 cm.
- 20": 56 cm.
Other measurements by request.

**Activation**
- Corded Remote Control
- Wireless Remote Control
- Button Integrated in Arm

**Back** - KD Bracket system complete with anti-release safety clip which allows for easy back removal.